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SETHMAR TRANSPORT  

“DEDICATED TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS MADE SIMPLE” 

 

 

Sethmar Transportation was founded in 2001 and operated largely as a 3PL for the first 
18 years of business. We founded Sethmar Transports’ Dedicated Asset Division in 2018 as an 
operational response to one or our customers supply chain issues in Pennsylvania. Since then, 
we have decided to grow our asset presence by developing a business model to serve 
customers who have consistent regional supply chain needs; and would like Sethmar Transport 
to provide dedicated trucks, trailers and drivers solely to meet those needs. A general outline of 
our current and future dedicated service offerings are outlined for you below: 

 

Dedicated Regional Capacity:  

 Our fleet contracts to our business partners utilizing set contracted rates under yearlong and 
multi-year contracts.  

 We employ trusted, experienced driving professionals for our dedicated programs. We are 
seeking long term partnerships with both customer partners and our team member driving 
professionals, which encourages and produces a high level or service for our business partners.  

 Sethmar Transport has obtained the status of “Cold Carrier Certified” – A brand new certification 
implemented in June of 2019 that aligns companies and personnel with GCCA’s & IRTA’s 
Refrigerated Transportation Best Practices guidelines. This certification demonstrates Sethmar 
Transports commitment to the sanitary transport of food commodities and our dedication to 
furthering compliance of best food transport practices, while demonstrating to our business 
partners that they can rest easy knowing they have sourced a transportation provider that is an 
industry leader in Food Logistics.  

 We also specialize in direct to retail store (DTS) deliveries, see if outsourcing your daily regional 
deliveries to Sethmar is a fit for your network today! We can dedicate 1-20 trucks, drivers and 
trailers per business partner. 

 We can provide dedicated regional capacity anywhere in the continental USA if the runs are 
within a 300-mile radius of the origin and the volume is relatively high on a consistent year-round 
basis.  

 We can provide dedicated capacity utilizing dry vans, reefers and vented vans. We are willing and 
often prefer utilizing drop trailers at both the shipper(s) and receiver(s); we can service projects 
between manufactures, warehouses and DC’s as well as deliveries direct to retail stores if needed. 
Our services can include driver assist when needed.  
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Additional Transportation Solutions:  

 Sethmar Transportation can also provide our business partners with traditional 3PL capacity 
utilizing both private fleets, common carriers and non-common carriers. 

 Our dedicated asset program focuses on providing regional transportation solutions; we can also 
provide dedicated short haul and long haul OTR capacity by utilizing our deep 3rd party carrier 
relationships, with this set up we can leverage current market conditions to cover last minute 
regional or long haul spot freight at competitive rates! 

Technology:  

 Sethmar Transport is EDI capable and fully compliant with ELD requirements, 100% of our drivers 
utilize electronic logbooks.  

 Sethmar Transport can provide online trailer tracking via satellite GPS, our TMS system is 
customizable and can be adjusted to adapt to our customers specific needs.  
 

Temperature controlled LTL Coming Soon:  

 Sethmar Transport is partnering with several industry leading cold storage companies located 
throughout major US metro’s to consolidate temperature-controlled LTL volumes utilizing the 
railroad and OTR drivers between major hub cities. We then use local company drivers on each 
end to ensure timely pickups and deliveries are met. Our goal is to be able to offer Temp-Control 
LTL capacity in markets where it doesn’t typically exist. We anticipate this service to be available 
in Q4 2020.  
 

 

 

 


